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A touching love story amid Alzheirmer's Tracie has written a book that
is truly good. It’s a beautiful, moving love tale which will touch your
heart. You are helping so numerous others! A nostalgic and postive story
of the ups and downs of the condition. Seeing the future of my own
mother through Tracie's telling of her knowledge was heartbreaking and
eyes opening at the same time.As a bibliophile who believes there are
too many books and too little hours; this publication is really well
crafted, it flows and carries you along. I possibly could not place it
down once I began. It makes you treatment about the people and leaves
you changed when it's over. An inspirational tale of the Alzeheimers
trip. I shared it with my daughter and she read it in a single sitting,
could not put it down.I highly recommend this for anyone, whether you
are influenced by Alzheimer's or not really. couldn't put it down.
Powerful and Great Resource When you are coping with the
dementia/Alzheimer difficulties with someone you like, it is
overwhelming . This publication captures the realities of the feelings,
bad and the good, while enabling you to see the joys and blessings often
overlooked. It is a extremely heartfelt reserve with a whole lot of ups
and downs. Tracie creates an engaging narrative that produced me laugh
aloud even more than once and then, of course, shed tears on her behalf,
her family and for my family as well.. Couldn't put it straight down . I
cried and I laughed, I couldn’t place this book down. Trip through
Alzheimer’s - Category of Like through the trials of this disease Tracie
writes this story through her eyes of her parents. a tale of love and
caring Tracie Bevers chronicles the wonderful love tale of her parents,
Reta and Joe who all both succumbed to Alzheimers disease and her (and
her family's) trip with them to the very end. The book arrived on a
Friday and I finished it in two sittings . . . Truly moving. It really
is both unpleasant and stressful on an entire family when a cherished
one is certainly stricken with Alzheimers and/or dementia, departing us
with their mind first and with their physical health.. Essential read
for anyone researching to lovingly interact with someone suffering from
memory reduction. You see, we are in this same journey with one of our
parents right now and I remind myself that it's all section of God’s
perfect plan and that it's truly a blessing to be able to care for,
comfort and serve others... After reading the book I now realize why my
aunt positioned my uncle in a care facility. This book enables you to
feel like you were there. Dancing about the Chaos is the sweet story of
the author’s parents who both developed Alzheimer’s and her personal
connection with looking after them. . Through this disease she went
through the ups and downs with them and how this disease we call
Alzheimer’s takes a once vibrant mind and sadly takes it apart. The
story hopefully will need you through the techniques of the journey and
hopefully help people recognize what they may go through with their
loved ones. This is a great book for anybody that cares for Alzheimer’s
patients, but a lot more so for those that don’t but have to know very



well what others are coping with.7 million People in america. I hope it
makes a difference to those that read it. It truly is a love tale of two
different people who loved one another through the end. Don’t go through
your journey only. There is help out there. That is an excellent book
for a person who is just starting the journey with someone you care
about who has Alzheimer’s... into the trials and frustrations connected
with caring for family members who have this tragic disease In reading
this book I found myself being brought into the trials and frustrations
associated with caring for family members who have this tragic disease.
As well, the author's ability to share the like and victories through
the trials provides meaningful direction to those who find themselves in
this similar scenario.I now learn concerning this disease than I did so
before, and am thankful that reading it has given me a system to
minister to those about me in regards to a resource they may go to to
help them on this difficult, but rewarding journey. I've watched
patients who are looking after spouses and parents with this malady, and
their resolve and love is so very inspiring!Despite the fact that I have
not been down this road..We cried.. - I'd imagine that there exists a
high likelihood that all of us touches someone who has, or will end up
being at a place that will benefit from scanning this excellent
book!Beautiful story! Yet another 'kudos' to the author, thank you for
all your great guidelines and reference materials in the afterword. The
publication is written in a casual almost conversation-like style that
makes you feel like you are speaking with a close friend. . Tracie
Bevers did an incredible job of pulling me into this heartbreaking, but
gorgeous love story. Whether or not you are facing this particular
circumstance, this book is a good read about the disease as well as the
like of a daughter on her behalf family. The author also offers several
resources for Alzheimer’s in the back of the book dealing with topics
such as for example financial help, care company training, home care
providers, Alzheimer’s prevention diet plan, and more Beautiful Love
Story I laughed.. Tracie's honesty of her personal emotions as she
navigates the issues of looking after her parents provides wish and
reassurance for anybody finding themselves in an identical situation..
We know our parents or loved ones, when they were healthy and vibrant,
would not possess wished such a burden on anyone. Great book!Going
through this experience myself with my own parents, I can tell you that
is a challenging, tough, and lonely disease. Filled with hope regardless
of the chaos. “Dancing around the Chaos” is crucial read for anybody who
has a friend or family member facing Alzheimer’s disease. Included are
many very useful resources that would be helpful for any family
confronted with this awful disease. Tracie Bevers is very passionate
about sharing her knowledge and vast knowledge. I enjoyed reading
“Dancing around the Chaos” and also have highly recommended this book to
all my family and friends.Donise Walker Dancing around the Chaos is an
excellent resource for anyone thinking about learning more about how ...



Dancing about the Chaos is an excellent resource for anyone thinking
about learning more about how exactly Alzheimer's can influence a
family. While a great resource, additionally it is an excellent story
about like and care. I highly recommend it. Will give the readers
inspiration and especially those who have loved ones with the problem.
Tracie did a beautiful thing in sharing her tale, but also a wonderful
job of it. The beautiful story of Joe and Retta's love produced me laugh
and relocated me to tears. An extremely positive story of sad and happy
occasions, while preserving the dignity of the couple. An excellent
read! I have gained a better knowledge of Alzheimer’s through scanning
this book. It really is heartfelt, thoughtful, and moving. . If you’ve
ever wondered about or are experiencing Alzheimer’s with someone you
know or love, this publication will help you to understand the
progression of this heart-breaking disease. Dancing about the Chaos.YET!
I first thought, how could or would she do this to him?. Great first
Alzheimer’s reserve for someone just starting the journey with a loved
one who has Alzheimer’s! Highly recommend! Tracie tells the nice love
tale of her parents and how this disease can be devastating to a once
thriving and loving few and their family members. Tracie, thank you for
sharing your journey with your parents. Heartfelt and honest! Not only a
love story between husband and wife, but also of a daughter’s devotion
on her behalf parents. This honest, heartfelt account of a family
dislodged from its comfortable warm existence will inspire, bring tears
and even smiles to the face of each reader. Regrettably this dance has
experience by many, including myself, and the chaos can generate
debilitating isolation. Kudos because of this writer, who invites us to
join the dance also to experience encouragement, guidance and hope on
the way! Understanding Alzheimer's in a Family I really like how easy
the publication reads; I couldn't put it down. It's about how Tracie
dealt with her parents' Alzheimer symptoms. I couldn’t place the book
down and the tender like tale of Joe and Reta is usually beautiful...
After scanning this reserve I totally understand my aunt's reasons. I
love how Tracie put plenty of useful info in the back of the publication
about Alzheimer's for anyone who wants to do further study. Thank you,
Tracie, for posting your personal experiences in this touching and
informative book.specifically the one’s we love. I could not put the
book down after beginning it. Going right through very similar
circumstances in my family, this book opened my eyes to what could lie
ahead. For me, I found this publication to be both comforting and
supportive since it prepares you for what to expect as you go through
the different stages of Alzheimer’s. This is a beautiful story!. It
brings an awareness that this cruel disease affects 5. It is very well
crafted and touches on the various emotions and hardships, in addition
to finding humor when possible. Thank you to the writer for sharing her
experience! For those folks who are also upon this journey, it’s a
painful, heart wrenching tale of Alzheimer’s, but also an inspirational



reminder that we (those that have family members with ALZ) do not walk
this path alone.
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